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Abstract- In today’s scenario, the internet is growing day-by-day. And so the data and information is growing large. More and more users rely on search engines. It is the need of the hour to improve the speed and efficiency of the search engine. When a user searches a query he should be able to get most relevant results in very less time. Therefore there is need to do content systemization for efficient and faster search. One of the efficient ways to achieve is to use a supervised learning algorithm called Naive Bayes algorithm.
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I. Introduction

World Wide Web is growing day by day and so the web pages are growing from thousands to millions. When user is searching for a query in search engine, he is expecting the correct and most relevant result. Because of this reason Content systemization has become important.

Content systemization is the process to group documents according to some predefined knowledge. Documents of same concept are grouped together. And non-related documents are in other category. For grouping of documents clustering techniques will be used.

Machine learning is an important concept used here. Machine learning is programming computers to optimize a performance criterion using example data or past experience. There are two things that need to be achieved in the learning process. First, the training needs to be done with an efficient algorithm to solve the optimized problem, and to store and process the data. Second, the trained model needs an efficient representation and algorithm for inference.

Naive Bayes technique is a supervised learning algorithm. These algorithms generate a function based on the training data set that maps inputs to predetermined labels or classes.

II. Literature Survey

There are many algorithm like K-Nearest Neighbor, Neural networks, Support Vector Machine, decision tree. Many researchers have used different techniques for systemization. According to S.L. Ting.et.al, Naive Bayes is the best classifier used for content systemization. NB gives more accurate results than Support Vector Machine, NN and decision tree. NB gave 97% accuracy, SVM gave 96.6% accuracy, NN gave 93% accuracy, and Decision tree gave 91.1% accuracy. Time required is less as compared to other four algorithms. K-Nearest Neighbor is a lazy classifier and is bad if speed is important Naive Bayes is faster than K-NN. NB handles missing data while k-NN cannot.

According to Daniela Xhemali.et.al,[8] Acuracy of Naïve bayes classifier is 95.20% while that of Decision tree is 94.85%.Precision of Naïve bayes classifier is 99.37% while that of decision tree is 98.31%. Recall of Naïve bayes classifier is 95.23% while that of decision tree is 95.90%. F-Measure of NB classifier is 97.26% while that of decision tree is 97.09%. Tokenization with preprocessing gives more accurate and fast result as compared to tokenization without preprocessing.

III. Proposed system

The input of the system is URL. The contents of the URL is classified into predefined groups with the help of training data.

URL contents:
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IV. Methodology

The input is supplied as a URL. The Contents of URL will undergo through following steps.

The first step is preprocessing. It includes Tokenization. Given a sequence of string as input, tokenization is the task of chopping the string into pieces called Tokens. It removes some characters like punctuation. Second step in preprocessing is removal of stop words. Some stop words are defined. And if in the contents of URL these words occur, they are removed because they have no significance in content systemization. Third step is to count frequency of words and sort them. Then preprocessed and tokenized text is obtained. This text is given as input to classifier. The classifier takes URL and output of training module as input and classifies it into a category. It uses Naïve Bayes theorem is based on concept of probability

1. Prior probability (A) = (Probability of URL occurring in class)

\[
\text{no. of words in A/total no. of words}
\]

2. Likelihood of X (new) given A =

\[
\text{no. of words in A in the vicinity of X/total no. of A}
\]

3. Posterior probability of X being in A,

\[
\log(\text{Prior probability) + log(likelihood of X being A})
\]

where A= category and Highest probability value is the winner.

The intermediate step is to train the classifier. In training the classifier some categories are defined which contains some pre-defined words and serializes them to make learning data. These categories are given as input to trainer module. The trainer module finds the probability of each word. It serializes them and stores it in wordprob.srl which acts as local database. The output of training module is word probability.
V. Result and discussion

The URL of a website is taken as input.

Fig. 2 Request URL for Searching

Tokenization is done to the contents of the website and removing punctuation marks are removed.

Fig. 3 Tokenization

Stop words are removed from the tokenized text.

Fig. 4 Removal of stop words
The words are sorted in the decreasing order of their frequency of occurrence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preprocessed and Tokenized text:</th>
<th>Preprocessed and tokenized text is given input to the classifier.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Array {tamp} =&gt; 7 {View} =&gt; 3 {Skin} =&gt; 3 {Causes} =&gt; 3 {MedicinesNet} =&gt; 3 {Medical} =&gt; 3 [or] =&gt; 2 {All} =&gt; 2 {Image} =&gt; 2 {Collection} =&gt; 2 {Symptoms} =&gt; 2 {Slideshows} =&gt; 2 {Pictures} =&gt; 2 {I} =&gt; 2 {Hair} =&gt; 2 {this} =&gt; 2 {Gallery} =&gt; 2 {Advertisement:Advertisement} =&gt; 1 {Find} =&gt; 1 {Loss} =&gt; 1 {Women's} =&gt; 1 {Mobile} =&gt; 1 {Site} =&gt; 1 {in} =&gt; 1 {Conditions} =&gt; 1 {Children} =&gt; 1 {Tummy} =&gt; 1 {in} =&gt; 1 {Pain} =&gt; 1 {Abdominal} =&gt; 1 {Archer} =&gt; 1 {More} =&gt; 1 {Solutions} =&gt; 1 {Problems} =&gt; 1 {Treatments} =&gt; 1 {Serious} =&gt; 1 {Desktop} =&gt; 1 {Thin} =&gt; 1 {Term} =&gt; 1 {Connection} =&gt; 1 {Optimized} =&gt; 1 {slow} =&gt; 1 {you're} =&gt; 1 {Google} =&gt; 1 {detected} =&gt; 1 {page} =&gt; 1 {lose} =&gt; 1 {minutes} =&gt; 1 {ago} =&gt; 1 {Optimized} =&gt; 1 {originalRefresh} =&gt; 1 {Less} =&gt; 1 {data} =&gt; 1 {treatment} =&gt; 1 {diagnosis} =&gt; 1 {if} =&gt; 1 {ne} =&gt; 1 {Privacy} =&gt; 1 {Use} =&gt; 1 {About} =&gt; 1 {Avoid} =&gt; 1 {right} =&gt; 1 {reserved} =&gt; 1 {medical} =&gt; 1 {induce} =&gt; 1 {provided} =&gt; 1 {tool} =&gt; 1 {doses} =&gt; 1 {AdChoices} =&gt; 1 {Ethical} =&gt; 1 {What} =&gt; 1 {Rheumatoid} =&gt; 1 {Updated} =&gt; 1 {New} =&gt; 1 {conditions} =&gt; 1 {diseased} =&gt; 1 {Fact} =&gt; 1 {Psoriasis} =&gt; 1 {Common} =&gt; 1 {Schizophrenia} =&gt; 1 {How} =&gt; 1 {Diagnosis} =&gt; 1 {Arthritis} =&gt; 1 {cured} =&gt; 1 {be} =&gt; 1 {Surprising} =&gt; 1 {triggers} =&gt; 1 {Depression} =&gt; 1 {com} =&gt; 1 {medicinesNet} =&gt; 1 {as} =&gt; 1 {you} =&gt; 1 {can} =&gt; 1 {Psoriasis} =&gt; 1 {Quiz} =&gt; 1 {Psoriasis} =&gt; 1 {age} =&gt; 1 {Fever} =&gt; 1 {Pregnancy} =&gt; 1 {Ethical} =&gt; 1 {Physicians} =&gt; 1 {Treatment} =&gt; 1 {Hemorrhoids} =&gt; 1 {Skin} =&gt; 1 {cancer} =&gt; 1 {Top} =&gt; 1 {stop} =&gt; 1 {Distress} =&gt; 1 {Problem} =&gt; 1 {Di]</td>
<td>Input to classifier: amp, View, Skin, Causes, MedicineNet, Medical, or, All, Image, Collection, Symptoms, Slideshows, Pictures, In, Hair, this, Gallery, Advertisement:Advertisement, Find, Loss, Women's, Mobile, Site, us, Conditions, Children, Tummy, in, Pain, Abdominal, Ache, Me, Solutions, Problems, Treatments, Serious, Desktop, Thin, Terms, connection, optimised, slow, you're, Google, detected, page, used, minutes, ago, Optimized, originalRefresh, less, data, treatment, diagnosis, -1, Inc, Privacy, Use, About, Avoid, rights, reserved, medical, advice, provide, post, does, AdChoices, Ethical, What, Rheumatoid, Updated, New, conditions, diseases, Factor, Psoriasis, Common, Schizophrenia, How, Diagnosis, Arthritis, cured, be, Surprising, triggers, Depression, com, medicineNet, as, you, Can, psoriasis, Quiz, Psoriasis, age, Fever, Pregnancy, Ethics, Physicians, Treatment, Hemorrhoids, skin, cancer, Fep, ncp,突出, Problem, Digestive, Discharge, Dilemmas, signs, warning, Images, Slideshows, Health, Virus, Zika, Cancer, signs, spot, early, learn, slideshows, Watch, Funds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI. Future work</td>
<td>To further improve the search results and quality of classification we can apply Feature selection method. It makes training and applying a classifier more efficient by decreasing the size of the effective vocabulary. Furthermore preprocessing techniques like pruning, stemming can be applied in step 1 for...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
improving quality of search result. Semantic analysis can also be considered for more accurate classification. Semantic analysis refers to formal analysis of the meaning.

**VII. Conclusion**

We succeeded in building NB classifier Tokenization with Preprocessing techniques are applied to improve the quality of systemization and search quality. Supervised learning technique called Naïve Bayes is applied for content systemization. The disadvantages of SVM, Neural network, Decision tree and K-nearest neighbor are overcome by Naïve bayes technique. The contents of URL obtained dynamically are classified accurately by this classifier. This gives high performance of search engines. We also presented some preprocessing techniques like tokenization, removal of stop words and frequency count of words. Preprocessing has huge impact on the performance of systemization. It improved quality of classification.
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